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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present S-DSL, an external domain-
specific language for programming sensor nodes, which seeks to facilitate the 
programming of devices using easily understood language that allows the 
developer to focus on the states which can pass a node and the actions to be 
developed in each state. 
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1   Introduction 

The programming of sensor devices is difficult due to the use of programming 

languages like C or NesC [1], it is also necessary to know the device hardware and its 

limitations. 

We believe that programming languages of sensor networks have to be simple and 

easy to use for people with little or no programming experience, avoiding exposing 

low-level issues such as resource management or communication protocols to users. 

With S-DSL, an external domain-specific language for programming sensor nodes, 

we seek to abstract from low-level issues to the developer, allowing them to focus on 

the possible states of the sensor node and the actions to be performed by the node 

according to its current state. 

A domain-specific language [2, 3] is a programming language of limited 

expressiveness focused on a particular domain; we can classify it according to how it 
is implemented in: 

 Internal: it uses the infrastructure of an existing programming language for 

building domain-specific semantics. 

 External: it has its own syntax and a parser is required to process them, their 

development is similar to the implementation of a new language with its own 

syntax and semantics. 

The advantages of using a domain-specific language to include [3, 4]: 

 They are more concise and easier to maintain. 

 Allow solutions which are expressed in the language and the level of abstraction 

of the domain in which the language is focused. 
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 The experts of such domain can help validate and develop the language. 

Among the disadvantages we can mention [4]: 

 The cost of design and implementation of the language. 

 The cost of teaching a new language to users. 

 The potential loss of efficiency of the generated code when compared with the 

code written by an expert programmer. 

 Know how to refine the domain in which the language will be focused. 

2   Implementation and Hardware Support 

The compiler S-DSL was implemented in Python language, using the PLY  library 

for lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis. 
Programs written in S-DSL will be interpreted at compile time to generate a C 

language program which will then be compiled as a result obtained by mspgcc binary 

code for the platform that supports the sensor nodes. 

Everything that has been indicated in the previous paragraph can be seen in Figure 

1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Compilation Process 

The resulting code should be tested in a sensor network with star topology, in 

which each sensor node is based on an MSP4301 microcontroller and also has: 

 A A110LR09A2 module for wireless communication, 

 a digital temperature and humidity MaxDetect RHT033 sensor and 

 a photo-cell GL55284 for light detection. 

                                                        
1 http://www.ti.com/lit/ug/slau144i/slau144i.pdf 
2 http://www.anaren.com/sites/default/files/user-manuals/A1101R09x_Users_Manual.pdf 
3 http://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/datasheets/Sensors/Weather/RHT03.pdf 
4 http://mdfly.com/Download/Sensor/PD0001.pdf 



The code generated in C language by the compiler must include the necessary 

instructions for obtaining sensor data and it will use the LarsRF library functions5 for 

wireless communication. 

3   Description of the Language 

The language has the format presented in Figure 2; by using it you can define 

multiple states and a single initial state. 

 

{STATE name_state: 

EVERY time 

SELECT {variable [, variable] ...} 

[SENDIF send_condition] 

[CHANGEIF change_condition GOTO new_state]; 

} ... 

 

START IN initial_state; 

Figure 2. Language Format 

The initial state of the program is specified by the START IN instruction; it must 

go after the definition of the states. 

Each state is defined by the STATE instruction accompanied by a name that 

uniquely identifies it within the program, in the specification of each state the clauses 

EVERY and SELECT are compulsory and the clauses SENDIF and CHANGEIF are 

optional. 

By using these clauses you determine how often (counting the seconds) to do the 

reading of node sensors, which variables are to be obtained, the conditions to be met 

in order to send the data to the central node and what conditions trigger a state 

change. The CHANGEIF clause is only not specified when there is a single state. 

The types of variables to be obtained are represented in the language by:  

 TEM (Temperature) 

 HUM (Humidity) and 

 LUM (Luminosity). 

Within the specification of the conditions for sending data or change of state you 

can access to the value obtained in the previous cycle or the last sent value of each 

variable by prefixing the adjectives OLD. and SND. to the name of the variable. 

                                                        
5 https://github.com/mobilars/LarsRF-mspgcc 



4   Practical Example 

In Example 1 shows an S-DSL programme, in which it is defined the states e_uno 

and e_dos, specifying e_uno as initial state. 

 

STATE e_uno: 

    EVERY 4 

    SELECT  

        tem, hum 

    SENDIF 

        tem >= OLD.tem * 2 OR 

        hum > SND.hum 

    CHANGEIF  

        tem < 10 GOTO e_dos; 

 

STATE e_dos: 

    EVERY 5 

    SELECT 

        tem, lum 

    CHANGEIF 

        tem >= 10 GOTO e_uno; 

 

START IN e_uno; 

Example 1. S-DSL Programme  

 

In the e_uno state it is defined that every four seconds it should obtain the values of 

temperature and humidity for each sensor, sending the data if the temperature value 

exceeds one hundred percent to the value of temperature obtained in the previous 

cycle or if the humidity value is greater than the last value of moisture sent, the e_dos 

state change occurs when the temperature drops to less than ten degrees Celsius. 

In the e_dos state the temperature and luminosity values should be obtained every 

five seconds and then send those values to the central node, changing to the e_uno 
state when the temperature obtained is greater than or equal to ten degrees Celsius. 

5   Related Work 

Programming languages at the network level treat the network as a single logical 
machine. WASP [5] is composed of two segments, the code segment at sensor node 

level specifies the node's behaviour and the code segment at the network level defines 

how data is transmitted and grouped. In TinySQL [6], Cougar [7] and IrisNet [8] 

programmers see the sensor network as a database and use queries to determine the 

overall system behaviour. 



Programming languages at node level consider the network as a set of entities that 

communicate, where it is necessary to specify the behaviour of each node and its way 

of communication. SensorBASIC [9] was based on uBASIC interpreter [10] to which 

they added instructions for the development of sensor network applications. 

TinyScript [11, 12] is an event-based imperative language similar to BASIC. Mottle 

[12] is inspired by Scheme and it has syntax similar to C. Mottle and TinyScript are 

supported by the Maté virtual machine [13]. TinyGALS [14] allows the development 

of modules formed by components; each component has a set of internal variables, 
external variables and methods. SNACK [15] is composed of a configuration 

language, a compiler and a library of components and services; it allows the creation 

of applications by combining services. NesC and C are languages used to program at 

node level; NesC is based on events and allows component-oriented application 

design, C needs specific libraries for managing the communication between network 

nodes. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper S-DSL is presented, which is an external domain specific language for 

programming sensor devices. End users of the sensor network will be able to program 

the nodes simply by specifying the various states through which the sensor node could 

pass and the actions to be performed in every state.  

As future works it is foreseen: 

 Complete the code generation for the MSP 430 platform. 

  Implement an integrated development environment for the language.  

 Testing on the target platform. 
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